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Make an Impact

Join a vibrant community of learners who share a passion for evolving the human story and shaping an equitable, just world. Here, talents and interests are developed through a rigorous curriculum across an array of liberal arts disciplines. Deeply engaged students learn to innovate solutions addressing crucial societal problems to forge a more promising future.
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Experiential Learning Abounds
 
							Ideas empower solutions and advance common interests. Students have a breadth of opportunities to integrate knowledge with compelling, hands-on experience outside the classroom and put their thinking into action.  
							 
							Read About Internships 
							 
							View Experiences 
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Prioritizing
Anti-Racism
 
							In solidarity with TCNJ’s commitment to becoming an anti-racist institution where Black Lives Matter, the HSS Anti-Black Racism Committee examines curriculum, accessibility, and success rates to help create and further an inclusive, equitable community.  
							Learn About Our Mission  
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Practicing Civic Engagement 

 
							Our student-citizens put their knowledge, skills, and energy to work for their local and greater global communities, offering solutions to defined issues or making incremental advances toward improving persistent social problems. 
							View Experiences 
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Studying Abroad 
							Seeing the world can broaden your perspective, challenge your conclusions, and fuel new ideas. We encourage students to embrace studying abroad and to connect meaningfully with people of different social backgrounds and cultural traditions. 
							Explore Opportunities  
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[image: african-american-studies] 
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							Undeclared Humanities and Social Sciences Designation 
							Explore interests in HSS and social justice to narrow your focus for future studies. 
							African American Studies 
							Criminology 
							English 
							Political Science  
							[image: womens-gender-sexuality] 
							Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies 
							Become empowered with self-knowledge and the skills to lead for social justice.  
							World Languages
and Culture 
							[image: world-languages] 
							[image: sociology-anthropology] 
							Explore questions of human thought, emotion, and behavior, and learn how to help empower people.

 
							Study issues of race and ethnicity and gain a deep understanding of culture in its many contexts. 
							Study crime, its social contexts, and related analysis to learn how it impacts policy and practice.  
							Learn to think creatively, read critically, and turn a passion for words into your future career. 
							Study political theories and institutions while honing skills in research, analysis, and argument.  

 
							Sociology and
Anthropology 
							Gain proficiency in a world language through the study of culture, linguistics, and literature. 
							[image: psychology] 
							Psychology 
							Study social life and the human condition to help inform real solutions for complex societal problems.  
							[image: history] 
							History 
							Discover how researching the past can give you diverse skills for a variety of career options.

 
							[image: international-studies] 
							International Studies 
							Study global affairs in an interdisciplinary program focused on foreign languages and study abroad.  
							[image: philosophy] 
							Philosophy, Religion, and Classical Studies 
							Critically examine theories of reality, knowledge, ethics, religion, and classics via analytical methods.   
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							Additional Programs 
							Offered by the School of Humanities and Social Sciences and the School of Education 
							[image: k-12 classroom] 
							Graduate Programs 
							Pursue advanced studies in specific disciplines to further prepare for career goals.  
							[image: graduate] 
							Teacher Education K-12 
							Combine HSS content study
with professional study at the School of Education. 
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View Testimonials 
							Undergraduate Research 
							Research reveals both insights and questions in the quest for progress. Students participating in our faculty-mentored, nationally recognized undergraduate research programs build critical thinking skills and connections to the professional community.  
							Explore Opportunities 
							 
							 
													
					
				
				
			
			


























A Foundation for Success

The value of a TCNJ liberal arts education is reflected in the initiative and success of our graduates. Our rigorous curriculum prepares students with invaluable core skills, deep experience, and the capacity to innovate and drive change.
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Internships and Work

Meaningful work experiences are part of our curriculum and complement students’ interests and goals.
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Career Readiness

97% of recent TCNJ alumni were employed or in graduate/professional school a year after graduation.
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Accomplished Alumni

Our graduates stay connected while pursuing success and influencing social change in their fields.
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							An Exemplary Faculty 
							As both first-rate instructors and dedicated mentors, our faculty members foster a supportive, engaging learning community that motivates students to grow, thrive, and challenge convention to support the greater good.  
							Meet Our Faculty and Staff 
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March 27, 2024

PLAY BALL! History professor Craig Hollander teaches history through the prism of America’s pastime.

The arrival of spring means longer days, blooming flowers, and of course, the start of the Major League Baseball season. TCNJ history professor Craig Hollander’s “Baseball in American History” course uses the game as a lens to examine American history and societal trends with regard to the labor movement, urbanization, immigration, gender equality, and civil rights. […]
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March 25, 2024

Four takeaways from Women’s History Month guest speaker X González

Six years ago, X González was a high school senior and survivor of the mass shooting that took the lives of 17 people at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida. With “an iconic shaved head” and known as Emma at the time, they became the face of the fight for gun control — […]
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March 23, 2024

A college gardening group is bringing native plants back and ‘rewilding’ New Jersey — NPR.org
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A Message from the Interim Dean



Through our wide range of disciplines runs a unifying purpose to strive for social justice and transform the way individuals, communities, and cultures support a more equitable society. Our students learn to use the powers of logic, passion, experience, and perspective to evolve conventional systems, innovate novel paths, and demonstrate responsible citizenship. In a world increasingly characterized by complexity, diversity, and globalization, our graduates are well equipped for professional and personal success.
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Lisa R. Grimm

Interim Dean
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The College of New Jersey
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